Taking Them Easy
R. Paul Wilson
This is one of my favourite routines for the lay public. It utilizes a
switch I have been toying with for many years. This is a variation of
Bill Simon’s Three Queens Monte from Effective Card Magic.
Effect: the performer takes three black spot cards and the queen of
hearts from the deck. He uses these to demonstrate several
baffling versions of the famous “find the lady” scam. At the end the
spectator gets a chance to find the queen – this proves to be easy
since all four cards are now queens!
There has been a renewed interest in this effect lately but most
versions use difficult moves to accomplish the final change. Not
that I’m against sleight of hand. I believe we should take the
simplest and most direct route to create a desired effect.
Sometimes the simplest method uses the most difficult of sleights
but, often, sleights can be removed and the effect improved.
This routine uses an Elmsley Count, a Jordan Count and a switch
of four cards that will fly by the most observant spectator if
performed correctly. Don’t worry too much – if you can pick up a
deck in one hand, you can make the switch.
Remove four queens and three black spot cards (two eights and a
nine are perfect. You also need two low red spot cards – lets say
the red threes.
Set up the deck as follows:
Let’s imagine the two red spot cards are the red threes. Put one on
the face and the other face up on top. Turn the deck face down
and place the four queens (with hearts the uppermost queen) face
down on top. On top of the queens place the three black spot
cards – also face down.
So the order, from the top is: three face down black spot cards, the
face down queen of hearts, the other three queens (also face
down), the face up three of hearts, the balance of the deck (face
up) and the face down three of diamonds (fig. 1 – a ribbon spread
of the deck to illustrate the set up).

Place the deck in its box.
To perform, begin by removing the deck and talking about the
famous con game known as “Find The Lady”.
Place the card box to your left as you do this.
Hold the deck face down (actually most of the deck is face up but
only we know about that!) and deal the top four cards face up on
the table. The deck is held in left hand dealing grip as this is done.
Now place the deck aside by turning the left hand palm down and
setting the deck crosswise on the card box (fig 2.). This apparently
places the deck face up.

On the table you have four face up cards with the queen on the
face.
PHASE ONE

I have always been fascinated by the game of “Find The Lady”. A
lot of people don’t realise this but the game is actually quite
crooked and has many variations. You might have seen the one
where they bend the cards and throw them around. This is one of
the older versions…
Pick up the four cards and show them. Square the packet and
clearly display the queen on the face.
As you can see four cards were used and the queen always
started on the bottom. As people removed money from their
pockets, however, the cheats performed a simple move – they
quickly reversed the order of the cards!
Showing the queen one last time, take the packet face down at the
left fingertips and perform a Jordan Count, apparently moving the
Queen from the bottom to the top (see end notes for a description
of the Jordan Count).
Obviously this moved the queen to the top.
Triple lift to show the queen briefly (this is very easy as the Queen
is third card down in a four card packet. Simply pinkie pull down or
buckle the bottom card and turn everything else over onto the
bottom card) . Turn the queen (actually three cards) back down
and take the packet in right hand biddle grip, drawing the top card
into the left hand as the right moves away with the balance of the
packet (fig. 3).

The trouble was that if you saw the move you still lost your money!

Show the card in the left hand – it’s a black spot card! To do this I
slide my thumb under the card and flip it face up so it ends face up
in the left hand.
You now place the card face down onto the face up deck. Drop
the card so it is not perfectly aligned (fig. 4).

PHASE TWO
The game is most commonly played with just three cards and the
Queen almost always begins in the middle.
Turn the three remaining cards over and spread to show the queen
now in the middle (I often do this as I show the black spot card
before setting it on the deck).
Turn the packet face down and hold it as if you were about to
perform another Jordan or Elmsley count (fig. 5).

Strangely, some people use the same move as the old version –
simply reversing the order of the cards…

The three cards will apparently be reversed, counted one at time
from the left to right hand. In actual fact, the right hand will begin
by taking two cards as one, then performing the Elmsley count
type switch before taking the final card fairly.
To begin the right fingers grasp the right long edge (this is exactly
as you would for an Elmsley count at the fingertips). The left thumb
pushes so the top two cards are fed to the right and the bottom
card is retained at the left finger tips (again this is exactly the same
as the second count in an Elmsley Count).
The right hand takes these two cards as one (I snap the cards
downwards a little so they snap off the remaining card in the left
hand). These cards are then carried under the left hand card for
the right hand to apparently take a second card. The two cards in
the right hand are pushed under the left card until all three cards
are briefly held by the left and right fingertips. The left thumb
repeats the push off of two cards and the right carries them away
again. This time the two cards may be spread. All will look fair.
Without breaking the rhythm the last card is taken on top of the
other two in the right hand.
It seems as if the cards were simply reversed. This would mean
the queen is still in the middle. Thanks to this simple false count,
however, it is now on top.
I could never understand why they did that because the Queen
would stay in the middle.
Spread the three cards face down in the right hand and remove
the middle card and show it – another spot card.
At least that’s what I thought.
Drop the left hand card face down onto the first. Make sure the
cards are almost dropped square onto the deck but not quite.
PHASE THREE
You now hold two cards. Flip these face up and you should have a
black spot card with a queen underneath.

Hold these cards with the palm up right hand so the index of the
queen is exposed (Fig. 6).

Tap the queen’s index with the left thumb then turn the right hand
palm down without adjusting the cards and repeat the left thumb
tap with the exposed corner of the lowermost face down card (Fig.
7).

This is Vernon’s Optical Switch. The left hand takes the lower card,
which the audience believes is the queen. Turn the left hand to
show a black spot card then drops this card face down onto the
deck.
The queen is still held face down in the right hand as the other
card is dropped onto the deck.
The palm down left hand now picks up the deck from above (Fig.
8) easily squaring the top three face down cards in the process.
The deck is taken so that, when the left hand turns palm up it will
be in dealing position, not at the fingertips.

The left hand simply turns palm up naturally as the right hand flips
its queen face up on the table. The left thumb also pushes the top
block to the right a little (Fig. 9).

The three face down cards on top are now queens. This easy
switch is very effective when used in the correct context and
features in a lot of my work (see Easy Aces and Ricochet!).
The right hand now takes the three face down cards and lays them
on the table, two to the right of the face up queen and one to the
left (Fig. 10).

The deck is placed aside (face up) and the four cards gathered so
the queen is face up, third from the top.
…of course no one plays with just one card but I did hear about
someone who played with the queen face up. But it was still hard
to find…
Perform an Elmsley count to show the queen has gone.
The only other variation I know of is when the queen is the losing
card. If you find the queen, you lose your money. Of course that
game is fixed too…
Deal all four cards face up on the table (the fourth card is already
face up but this is never noticed) to show four queens.
The Jordan Count
You should already be familiar with the Elmsley count but you may
not be aware of this count. Both are very similar.
Prepare as for an Elmsley count, taking the first card from the top
of the left packet with the right hand.
Fairly take the second card onto the first (this is where you would
switch during the Elmsley count). The right hand cards naturally go
under the left cards as each card is taken (exactly like an Elmsley).

On the third card, the two cards in the right hand go under those in
the left and become part of the left packet momentarily. The left
thumb squeezes the upper three cards to the right (as for the
Elmsley switch) and the right hand takes all three.
This leaves the card that was counted first in the left hand. Take
this onto the other three in the right hand to complete the count.

